
Tiny cabinet

The Tiny cabinet is available in one size with the 
following dimensions: w28 x d30 x h38 cm. The cabinet 
fits together with all 30 cm deep wire panels from 
String® System. The cabinet needs to be placed on top of 
either a wooden shelf or one of our cabinets and 
attached to either wire panel. The inside of the lid is 
dressed in a plate in brushed stainless steel. The inner 
back wall of the cabinet is dressed in a mirrored plate. 

H: 38 cm

Product dimensions
W: 28 cm D: 30 cm H: 38 cm 

Package dimensions 
W: 41 cm D: 33,5 cm H: 9 cm 
Weight: 6,75 kg
Delivered flat-packed, assembly needed.

Weight recommendation
N/A

Materials and colours
Veneered MDF, mirror glass and stainless steel. 

Production
Made in Sweden.

Sustainability 
The product is made from the renewable and recyclable 
material wood. The brackets are made from steel and/or 
stainless steel, which both be recycled. The product is easy 
to disassemble and to sort the components according to 
material.

Care and maintenance
Wipe the surface with a damp cloth. Then rub dry with a 
clean, dry cloth. Remove stains with detergents that do not 
contain abrasives. Never use steel wool. 

W: 28 cm

D: 30 cm

About the designer – Nisse and Kajsa Strinning
Nisse Strinning, designer of the String® System, was a Swedish architect born in 1917 in the northern part of 
Sweden. Nisse designed the first String® shelf in 1949 with great help from his wife, Kajsa Strinning. The couple 
met while studying at KTH. Everything came about when the Swedish publishing house, Bonniers, announced a 
competition where they were looking for the perfect shelf. High in functionality, modern looking and with fair 
pricing. String® was selected winner and has been considered a classic Swedish design icon for decades.
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